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EUR-Lex integrates Pre-lex and aims to integrate national law, although this is still under 

construction. 

SEARCHING 
The new search system is designed to be more 
accessible while still being capable of complex 
searches. 

* is the truncation symbol. 

Access the More tab to view directories of law by 
subject, browse documents by institution, or access 
the EuroVoc thesaurus to filter a search for relevant 
and/or preferred terms. 

There is an advanced search option for specific 
types of documents: case law, legislation, EFTA 
documents, preparatory acts, etc. 

RESULTS 

Results are organised by relevance by default. 

Consolidations of legislation are for informational 
purposes only, and are not legally binding. Check 
the date under the About this document tab to ensure the consolidation is entirely up-to-date. 

The original legislation provides links to the consolidated version and to any amending documents. 

Each document can be displayed in up to 3 languages for side-by-side comparison by using the multilingual 
display option. 

Tabs include: 

 Information about the document (keywords, dates, etc.) 

 Full text of document 

 A summary of the legislation (selected availability) 

 Procedure information previously found on Prelex (which is no longer being maintained), with links 
to the Legislative Observatory 

 Linked documents including amending documents & national measures (still under construction) 
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OFFICIAL JOURNAL 

The electronic version of the Official Journal is authentic and has legal value from 1 July 2013 onward. The 
Official Journal is not produced in print after this date. 

There is an E-signature for the E-OJ. CheckLex verifies the authenticity of the electronic version of the OJ 
in case of any uncertainty. 

 

 

MY EUR-LEX 
Signing up for My EUR-Lex allows you to: 

 Use expert search 

 Change the tab that opens by default  

 Save a document to a folder in My EUR-Lex 

 Save an RSS feed for a particular search in My EUR-Lex, in order to be updated automatically each 
time there is a new result to that search 

 Create multiple My EUR-Lex accounts if necessary 
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